Volunteer and Substitute Process
This process normally begins at the beginning of the year, but can be started at any time.
Purpose: To create a career
path for the community, parents,
and family members who are
interested in volunteering and
substituting in the Head Start
classroom, including the active
recruitment and training of parents
for positions.

PARTICIPANT

Volunteers occasionally.
Receives on-site coaching and
Recognition of Participation

Informal assessment of all volunteers in
the areas identified in the checklist.
PARENT/FAMILY/COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers more than once a month
on a regular basis but either (1)
chooses not to go further in the
volunteer/substitute development
system or (2) teacher or Content
Area Expert/Specialist feels is not a
match for a paid position with the
program.

Participant can decide to
Move to the Master
Volunteer/Substitute Process

Does Parent/Family/Community
Volunteer Packet and Receives
Certificate of Completion

POTENTIAL MASTER VOLUNTEER OR
SUBSTITUTE

Is identified by the Volunteer’s request
or by teacher as potentially a match for
the program.
Teaching staff presents the option to
begin the Master Volunteer/Substitute
process to the regular Volunteer. If the
Volunteer wishes to pursue the Master
Volunteer/ Substitute process, she or he
must meet all the minimum
qualifications. [Fingerprinting, criminal
history background check, required
Immunizations, Employment eligibility,
etc., etc., etc.] Participants must have
completed the Parent/Family/Community
Volunteer packet.

Could be approved for additional
practicum training, although this
would not make them eligible for
master volunteer or substitute.

PRACTICUM TRAINING,
INFORMAL & FORMAL
OBSERVATIONS OF
VOLUNTEER DONE BY
TEACHING STAFF & A
SPECIALIST

MASTER VOLUNTEER

Volunteers weekly or more often. As
indicated on the chart and cannot take
the place of staff and does not meet all
requirements to be a paid Substitute.

•

PAID SUBSTITUTE (“ON CALL”)

•

Meets all requirements to work on an
“On Call” basis, as indicated on the
chart.

•

PAID SUBSTITUTE (“HOUSED
SUBSTITUTE”)

2008

•

Is interviewed, selected and trained to
work a minimum of 20 hours a week.
Once a total of 384 have been worked
the “Housed Substitute” can become
eligible for an interview for a CoTeacher Position after observations and
evaluation reviews.

Teaching staff completes
informal Observations.
CPC support staff provides indepth Practicum hands-on
training in the specified
area(s).
A Content Area
Expert/Specialist does formal
Observations.
A Practicum Certificate of
Completion is presented to the
Volunteer

Teaching staff and the Content
Area Expert/Specialist conferences
with the volunteer about the
informal and formal observations.
The Volunteer decides whether to
remain as a regular volunteer or
pursue to a Master Volunteer or
Substitute status.

